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To help bring these resources to light, each year,
Database Trends and Applications magazine looks
for offerings that promise to help organizations derive
greater benefit from their data, make better decisions,
work more efficiently, achieve greater security, and
address emerging challenges. In total, this list of forward-looking products helps illuminate the path on
“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead which the data management market is headed.
where there is no path and leave a trail,” Ralph
Waldo Emerson famously advised. And, in the world
On the following pages, we present DBTA’s list of
of data management, companies are doing just that. Trend-Setting Products for 2018. We encourage you
to continue your exploration by visiting the companies’ websites for additional information.

New products and services are continually emerging to help companies gain more value and insight
from the large quantities of data they are collecting
In addition, in this issue, we include “Product Spotand storing. It is not just that new products are com- light” articles penned by company executives who
ing on the market, but established offerings are also shine light on what makes their products unique.
being updated with cutting-edge capabilities.
To continue the journey, go to www.dbta.com for
Today, innovative approaches, such as Hadoop, the latest news, IT trends, and feature articles, and
Spark, NoSQL, and NewSQL, are being used in review Unisphere Research’s library of survey reports
addition to more established technologies, such as at www.unisphereresearch.com. n
the mainframe, and relational and MultiValue database systems. In addition, artificial intelligence and
machine learning capabilities are some of the newer
approaches being introduced in products. Cloud Read why
CONTACT INFORMATION
Kourier Integrator
solutions are working alongside on-premises platwas selected and
forms, and the range of open source technologies is Kore’s perspective
growing. Software-defined data centers are being on what makes the
deployed to augment hardware-based approaches. product unique.
5186 Carroll Canyon Road, Suite B
San Diego, CA 92121
Newer interfaces help bridge the gap for business
866-763-5673
users and reduce friction between modern big data
www.koretech.com
info@koretech.com
technologies and the BI tools they are accustomed to
working with.
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Kourier Integrator
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
Kourier Integrator is Kore’s
flagship solution for advanced
Extract, Transform and Load
(ETL) and Enterprise Application Integration (EAI).
Organizations use Kourier to extend the value and
functionality of their enterprise applications by creating data warehouses from
disparate data sources and
Mark Dobransky,
through integration with
Co-Founder &
Managing Partner
best-in-class applications.
Software as a Service
(SaaS) and mobile applications have increased demand for application integration. Message-based, near real-time integration
is still used; however, the paradigm has shifted
toward RESTful Web Services for real-time communication between disparate applications.

“

… developers are more productive using
Kourier to create bi-directional REST
integrations and data warehouses.”

The REST Gateway is key for real-time integration because it enforces secure and rated access
to application data. API Subscriptions (i.e., Webhooks) offer the most efficient way to notify external
apps when data changes in the source database.
Since an API is only as good as its documentation,
Kourier automatically generates OpenAPI documentation (formerly Swagger) from REST resources
ensuring documentation matches the code.

“

By listening to the needs of our clients,
we aspire to remain a trend-setting
solution provider.”

Data warehousing is still critical to many organizations and creating an enterprise data warehouse
is much easier using Kourier’s Quick Start Workbench and data profiling tools. Kourier’s near realtime ETL engine (powered by Kore’s “Net Change”
technology) is ideal for high-volume, multi-source
implementations.
Kore strives to provide the most productive
integration and data warehousing solution for
MultiValue systems. By listening to the needs of
our clients, we aspire to remain a trend-setting
solution provider.

For more information about Kore Technologies
Kourier Integrator Release 4.4 is designed and Kourier Integrator, please contact us.
to support this hybrid integration model. Using
a “clicks not code” approach, developers are Kore Technologies
more productive using Kourier to create bi- 866-763-5673
directional REST integrations and data warehouses. www.koretech.com
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